
September 1, 2022 
 
Alex Elvin 
Development of Regional Impact (DRI) Coordinator 
Martha's Vineyard Commission (MVC) 
 
Re:  7 Arlington Avenue Partial Demolition Request 
 

Dear MVC members:  First and foremost, thank you for your efforts in this process, especially in re-
opening the public record following the LUPC meeting that rejected our proposal.  Following the August 25, 2022 
MVC public hearing on our project, we wanted to address some of the issues and concerns that were raised. 
 
 Our story, while not unique, is important.  For over 10 years 7 Arlington has been our family summer home 
— we have made friends and raised our children there in the East Chop community.  We have carefully tried to 
create a home that fits within our means and the community; we are not a real estate development company, we are 
not a new buyer with the intent to demolish the home.  11 years ago, we spent a significant amount of  money to 
restore our home, and each year since then we have invested more time and money into the restoration and 
maintenance of 7 Arlington.  It is obvious now that this approach is not enough or sustainable long term.  So, we 
have made the financially difficult decision to request a partial demolition in order to make our home livable for all 
seasons, and safe and sturdy for years to come. 
 
 Size of Proposed Home.  We struggle to understand why building a home that is less than 4000 square feet 
above ground is such a major problem.  There are many houses nearby that are already much bigger, our footprint 
will not change significantly, and our lot of almost a full acre is much larger than the the lots of those homes.  
Notably, the MVC recently unanimously approved the total demolition and building of a house two doors down that 
will be larger than our proposal.  
 

Furthermore, the existing structure is so cramped that it is impossible to winterize it without some 
meaningful expansion.  We also want to have a home that is to code. 
 
 Historical Nature.  While we understand that the house is 100 years old and that is a proxy for “historical 
significance”, all old things are not historically significant.  7 Arlington is one of the those old things.  7 Arlington 
will continue to live on, like the Palmer Villa,  on MACRIS and at the MV Museum if this this partial demolition 
occurs.  In addition, the determination of what is historically significant requires judgment that is fundamentally 
subjective.  Although our home is charming and old, we fail to see how it continues to be historically significant 
after so many modifications - it cannot, no matter the effort or cost, be truly rebuilt. We are proposing to build 
something safe and historically sensitive that is also consistent with essence of Martha’s Vineyard.   
 
 Precedent.  We fail to understand how our partial demolition request, which falls under the previous MVC 
rules, significantly differs from other requests approved by the MVC, including recent approvals in East Chop.  We 
are proposing to build something similar to our existing home, and very little of it is visible to the public.   
 
 Environmental Impact.  While we appreciate and wholly support the MVC’s concerns about the 
environment, we do not understand why general studies of the impact on the environment should be our 
responsibility.  Or why they are relevant to  project that is in the nascent stages of development.  We will build a 
new home that is as environmentally conscientious as possible. 
 
 Kendra Sands Statements.  Her views should be irrelevant to MVC’s decision on our request to partially 
demolish our home.  Clearly, she is concerned about the impact on her father’s house of our proposed new home, 
and we have spoken to her father many times.  We are not sure how that is relevant to a partial demolition proposal.  
In addition, many of the things she said are simply not true or mischaracterizations. 

There is no ocean view from their house.  Even her letters and documents prove that.  We have provided 
letter from former renters refuting these claims. 

We are the ones with the privacy issue – they rent to a capacity of 16 people every week in the summer – 
we are the ones that hear and see strangers every week (see last picture below from the patio outside our kitchen). 
We fully plan to rectify that to our mutual benefit. 



We have already changed the elevation, and moved the proposed house in the direction she suggested in 
response to direct discussions with her father.  They may continue to have requests, and we will continue to address 
appropriately. 

We have discussed the trees with John Sands (they never requested that we top them until this summer).  
We have agreed to top them this fall.  

The value of our home will be significantly devalued by a rejection of our proposal – it will be significantly 
more impacted than the Sands’ home having a brand new house next door. 

 
Emily Friedrich Statements.  Her views should be irrelevant to MVC’s decision on our request to partially 

demolish our home. 
She does not have a house on MV.  She has no stake in MV, East Chop or our home - her family sold us 7 

Arlington 11 years ago. 
Her statements about the condition of OUR home were based on memories over 11 years ago. She hasn’t 

been in the house since the sale – at least to our knowledge. 
Her suggestion that we buy and demolish another home on East Chop were mind boggling and odd. 
She basically filibustered the public comment time, precluding other public comments.   
We are not sure what her motives are but it seems very odd and misplaced that that a non-resident of MV 

that was last in our house 11 years ago would have such strong (and lengthy) views about our decisions to renovate 
our house.   

 
Condition of 7 Arlington.  Every season, we have to invest to make the house livable.  We had to create a 

useable kitchen, and renovate the bathrooms (which were barely functional).  Again, no one knows this house better 
than us.  So below are just a few visual examples - to illustrate our belief that “it is time”.  The first is the daylight 
going through the fireplace wall.  The second is a foundation stilt penetrating the living room floor. 

 
There are many more examples and we would be happy to provide more.  Again, we appreciate all the time 

and effort in evaluating our proposal. 
 
Best 
Eunu Chun and Lisa Kim 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 


